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The ICRH antenna of ITER consists of an array of 24 radiating straps and must radiate 20MW with resilience to load variations due to

the ELMs. Because of its compactness the mutual coupling effects between the straps are far from negligible. Moreover they

considerably increase the difficulty of matching and lead to coupling between the generators. Different external matching system

layouts are under consideration. A reduced scale (1/5) mock-up loaded by a movable water tank [1] is used for their experimental

investigation.

A first layout using full passive power distribution among the straps and a single matching circuit with one “Conjugate-T” (CT) or one

hybrid has already been successfully tested [2]. Its drawbacks are the difficulty of changing the toroidal phasing and the use of a single

20MW feeding line section.

In this paper we describe the mock-up tests of a second layout based on two 10MW CT circuits, and allowing switching between

heating or current drive phasings without any hardware modification. Two decouplers are used to minimize the effect of mutual

coupling on matching. A robust four-parameter CT matching procedure has been developed based on adjusting the two first parameters

- the positions of the line stretchers in the CT branches - of each CT in vacuum conditions (this is done once for all for each frequency).

High load resilience, i.e. a VSWR remaining <1.5 for an 8-fold increase of antenna resistance, can be obtained for the 4 toroidal

phasing configurations considered: (0 &#61552;/2 &#61552; 3&#61552;/2), (0 -&#61552;/2 -&#61552; -3&#61552;/2),

(00&#61552;&#61552;) and (0&#61552;&#61552;0). The change of phasing only requires the adjustment of the phase difference

between the two power sources and of the two last parameters (stub and line stretcher in the common line) of each of the two CT

circuits. These properties have first been derived from the experimental scattering matrix of the antenna array and are verified by

reflection measurements on the mock-up. Feedback control of the phasing and the last two CT parameters can be used.

Other possible layouts, such as the reference one considered in [3], are also presented and will be investigated with the mock-up in the

future. Their practical implementation in ITER and their relative merits will be discussed.
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